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To Our Loyal Frog Partners,

We can’t thank you all enough for helping us achieve yet another year of growth 
in this great business we are building together. Since launching our furniture 
line in 2000, we have continued a steady path of growth, year over year, by 
remaining true to our core values. In fact, we are so committed to our values, 
that in 2019, we started a new program called 5F. Everything we do inside and 
outside the walls of Frog Furnishings, is done with these values in mind.  Fast, 
Focus, Family, Future, and Fiscal are the words that drive every one of our valued 
employees, day in and day out, to bring you the best experience possible.

So, what do these words mean to us and how are we showcasing them 
throughout our organization?

Fast:  We work quickly to deliver solutions and products faster than 
anyone in our industry.

Focus:  We concentrate at the task at hand and work hard to things right 
the first time.

Family:  Our employees are our family and our customers are an 
extension of that family. We believe in the Golden Rule! “Treat Others as 
You Want to be Treated.”

Future:  We anticipate trends, opportunities, and risks.  We implement 
new ideas and products today that will positively impact generations to 
come.

Fiscal: We make financially sound decisions in the best interest of the 
customer, our employees, the business, and the owners.

We believe with these 5 words at the forefront of our minds, we will deliver 
quality products, quickly, and backed by exceptional service, all while helping 
you achieve your financial goals as a business. As we enter our 20th year of 
building beautiful outdoor furniture, we look back in thanks for all you’ve done 
to help us get to where we are, and we look forward to serving you for many 
years to come.

Best Regards,

 

Nick J. Paradise
General Manager
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We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
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At Frog, we believe in 5 guiding values:

Fast:  We work quickly to deliver solutions and 
products faster than anyone in our industry.

Focus:  We concentrate at the task at hand 
and work hard to things right the first time.

Family:  Our employees are our family and  
our customers are an extension of that family. 
We believe in the Golden Rule! “Treat Others  
as You Want to be Treated.”

Future:  We anticipate trends, opportunities,  
and risks.  We implement new ideas and products 
today that will positively impact generations  
to come.

Fiscal: We make financially sound decisions in the 
best interest of the customer, our employees, the 
business, and the owners.

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Why is Frog Furnishings
Leaping the Competition?

INDUSTRY LEADING QUALITY :
Our state of the art manufacturing processes, careful attention to 
detail and unique engineering expertise are the reasons why our 
material is of exceptional quality.

COMPETITIVE PRICING :
Frog continues to lead the market in highest margins available  
to its distributors with pricing the competition cannot beat.

2 DAY SHIPPING :
Stock products ship in 2 days or less while our competition can take 
several weeks or months to ship your order. We turn your orders  
into dollars, FAST!

BRAND DISTRIBUTION :
Frog Furnishings sells all products exclusively through distribution. 
We promote, advertise and actively market our products through 
partnership participation. Distributors are our lifeline to the end user 
and we stand behind them 365 days a year. Frog only sells through 
authorized Distributors.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE SINCE 1973 :
Frog has provided world class customer service and  
sales support which continues to create loyal and long term 
distributor relationships.

GREEN INITIATIVE :
Frog’s plastic Resinwood and recycled plastic bases help reduce 
plastics that end up in landfills. Our products also help fight 
deforestation.

Frog Furnishings > Introduction

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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What’s in a name?

Jayhawk Plastics Inc. has been manufacturing plastic and steel 
products and parts since 1973 and decided in 2013 to create a new 
brand name for our Outdoor Furniture division. We wanted to bring 
a brand to life that encompassed those things that matter most to 
our company. Frog Furnishings became the result of hard work and 
dedication by our marketing team to embody the fun energy we 
share at Jayhawk and our commitment to manufacturing quality 
plastic and steel site furnishings.

Benefits of Frog’s Recycled Plastic

1.

2.

3.

4.

Materials : Using recycled plastic in our products reduces landfill usage. Our Resinwood slats use a 
minimum of 30% recycled materials made from 100% post-consumer HDPE. Our recycled plastic bases 
also help fight deforestation.

Maintenance-Free : Frog’s recycled plastic material does not need to be sealed, painted or stained and 
cannot rot. Our proprietary coloring process seals in color and is uniform throughout the material with the 
introduction of our unique UV Protection Phase and ensures the beauty of the plastic well beyond wood, 
metal or expanded steel. Our products are designed to be placed in service and left alone. Maintenance 
departments love the ease of recycled plastics!

Note: product coloring and various non-plastic materials are not made of recycled materials

Vandal Resistant : Paint will not bond to the surface and can be easily removed with sand paper or 
automotive paint thinner.

The Future : Recycled plastic products are becoming the way of the future. Today’s demand for recycled 
plastic site furnishings is on the rise while furnishings made of traditional materials like wood, metal and 
expanded steel are on the decline. Adding Frog Furnishings to your park, business or project lets your 
community know you are providing a durable product that helps fight deforestation.

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Heritage

Made with nine 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and powder-coated, heavy 
duty cast aluminum frames. The under structure is heavily braced 
with length and width supports. Powder coated cast aluminum 
frames available in standard colors of black and green. Custom 
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes 
standard with this product. Bench frame includes hole for surface 
mount. Surface wedge anchor included for surface mounting.
Optional center armrest available for additional cost (Page 38).

4 ft. 2 bases   100 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ _ _ HER
5 ft. 2 bases   120 lbs. PB 5 _ _ _ _ _ HER
6 ft. 2 bases   140 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ HER
8 ft. 2 bases   190 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ _ _ HER

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
4 ft. Cedar Heritage with Green Frame = PB 4CEDGFHER

Heritage Backless

Made with five 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and powder-coated, heavy 
duty cast aluminum frames. The under structure is heavily braced 
with length and width supports. Powder-coated cast aluminum 
frames available in standard colors of black and green. Custom 
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware 
comes standard with this product. Bench frame includes hole 
for surface mount. Surface wedge anchor included for surface 
mounting.

4 ft. 2 bases   70 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ _ _ HERBAC
5 ft. 2 bases   80 lbs. PB 5 _ _ _ _ _ HERBAC
6 ft. 2 bases   90 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ HERBAC
8 ft. 2 bases   120 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ _ _ HERBAC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Green Heritage Backless with Black Frame = PB 6GREBFHERBAC

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Heritage – Heritage Backless

 Benches
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BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Contour

Made with eight 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy duty, powder-
coated structural steel frames. The top and bottom slats are 
bull-nosed for added comfort. Custom colors available for quantity 
orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this product. 
Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting. Bench 
frame can either be surface mount or in-ground mount.

4 ft 2 bases   110 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ _ _ BFCON
6 ft. 3 bases   160 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ BFCON
8 ft. 4 bases   210 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ _ _ BFCON

Add ING to end of part number to indicate in-ground mount.

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
8 ft. Green In-Ground Contour with Black Frame = PB 8GREBFCONING

Jameson

Made with eight 3” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy duty, powder-
coated structural steel frames. This bench is a beefed up and more 
durable version of our Contour Bench. The top and bottom slats 
are bull-nosed for added comfort. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting. 
Bench frame can either be surface mount or in-ground mount. 
Optional armrest available for
additional cost (Page 38).

4 ft. 2 bases   140 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ _ _ BFJAM
6 ft. 3 bases   190 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ BFJAM
8 ft. 4 bases   240 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ _ _ BFJAM

Add ING to end of part number to indicate in-ground mount.

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Brown Jameson with Black Frame = PB 6BROBFJAM

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Contour – Jameson
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BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Trailside

Made with four 4” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy duty, powder-
coated structural steel frames. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting. 
Bench frame can either be surface mount or in-ground mount.

4 ft. 2 bases 100 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ TRA
6 ft. 3 bases 145 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ TRA
8 ft. 4 bases 195 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ TRA

Add ING to end of part number to indicate in-ground mount.

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Cedar Trailside with in-ground frame = PB 6CEDTRAING

Creekside

Made with four 3” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy duty, powder-
coated structural steel frames. The Creekside is a slimmed down 
version of the Trailside and is made with bull-nosed slats on the 
front and back for added comfort. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting. 
Bench frame can be either surface mount or in-ground mount.

4 ft. 2 bases   66 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ CRK
6 ft. 3 bases   100 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ CRK
8 ft. 4 bases   135 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ CRK

Add ING to end of part number to indicate in-ground mount.

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
8 ft. Gray Creekside = PB 8GRACRK

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Trailside – Creekside 

 Benches
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BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Comfort Park Avenue

Made with six 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic 
bases. The top and bottom slats are bull-nosed for added comfort. 
Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel 
hardware comes standard with this product.

4 ft. 2 bases   100 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ CPE
6 ft. 3 bases   150 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ CPE
8 ft. 4 bases   205 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ CPE

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
8 ft. Green Central Park = PB 8GRECPE

Made with seven 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic 
bases. The top and bottom slats are bull-nosed for added comfort. 
Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel 
hardware comes standard with this product.

4 ft. 2 bases   110 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ CPAE
6 ft. 3 bases   160 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ CPAE
8 ft. 4 bases   215 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ CPAE

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Cedar Comfort Park Avenue = PB 6CEDCPAE

Central Park

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Comfort Park Avenue – Central Park
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BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Colonial

Made with four 2” x 6” Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic 
bases. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel 
hardware comes standard with this product.

4 ft. 2 bases   105 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ COLE
6 ft. 3 bases   160 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ COLE
8 ft. 4 bases   210 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ COLE

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
4 ft. Black Colonial = PB 4BLACOLE

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Colonial – Windsor

 Benches
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Windsor

Made with five 2” x 6” Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic 
bases. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel 
hardware comes standard.

4 ft. 2 Bases   115 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ WIN
6 ft. 3 Bases   140 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ WIN
8 ft. 4 Bases   185 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ WIN

Insert frame color code in product number.
 Galvanized Frame = GF, Black Frame = BF

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
4 ft. Cedar Windsor = PB 4CEDWIN

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Ariel

Made with sixteen 2” x 3” Resinwood slats and black recycled 
plastic bases. Unique pattern allows for decorative spacing on 
the seat and back. Back and seat come preassembled for easy 
assembly. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless 
steel hardware comes standard with this product.

4 ft. 2 bases 140 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ ARIELE
6 ft. 3 bases 195 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ ARIELE
8 ft. 4 bases 250 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ ARIELE

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE, Redwood = RDW

Example :
4 ft. Redwood Ariel = PB 4RDWARIELE

Made with nine 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and industrial grade 
aluminium bases. The top and bottom slats are bull-nosed for 
added comfort. Custom colors available for quantity orders. 
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this product. 
Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting.

4 ft. 2 bases   75 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ STP
6 ft. 3 bases   110 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ STP
8 ft. 4 bases   145 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ STP

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
4 ft. Cedar St. Pete = PB 4CEDSTP

Quick Ship

CED GRE RDW

Non Quick Ship

St. Pete

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Ariel – St. Pete
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BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Garden

The craftsmanship and comfort is unmatched made with 1” x 4” 
and 2” x 4” Resinwood slats. Ideal for any commercial or residential 
application. Ships mostly assembled. Stainless steel hardware 
comes standard with this product. Color match deck screws on 
cedar and green models.

4 ft. 2 bases 55 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ GAR
6 ft. 3 bases 75 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ GAR
8 ft.  4 bases  100 lbs.  PB 8 _ _ _ GAR

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE, White = WHI

Example :
6 ft. Green Garden Bench = PB 6GREGAR

Sport

Made with three 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic 
bases. The outer slats are bull-nosed for added comfort. Custom 
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware 
comes standard with this product. 

4 ft. 2 bases 75 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ SPOE
6 ft. 3 bases 115 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ SPOE
8 ft. 4 bases 140 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ SPOE

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
8 ft. Green Sport = PB 8GRESPOE

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Garden – Sport

 Benches
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Quick Ship

CED GRE

Non Quick Ship

WHI BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Madison

Made with two 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and available in galvanized 
or black powder-coated and are 2 3/8 O.D steel bases. Surface 
frame option comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting.
The bench frames can be ordered as portable, in-ground or 
surface mount. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product.

6 ft. Portable 3 bases 110 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ MADPOR
6 ft. In-Ground 3 bases 110 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ MADING
6 ft. Surface 3 bases 110 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ _ _ MADSUR

Insert frame color code in product number.
 Galvanized Frame = GF, Black Frame = BF

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Red Portable Madison w/ Black Frame = PB 6REDBFMADPOR

The Brooklyn Bench is made with five 2” x 4” and two 2” x 3” 
Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic bases. The top and 
bottom slats are bullnosed for added comfort. Custom colors 
available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes 
standard with this product.

4 ft. 2 bases 90 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ BROOK
6 ft. 3 bases 125 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ BROOK

Insert frame color code in product number. 
Galvanized Frame = GF, Black Frame = BF

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
4 ft. Gray Brooklyn Bench = PB 4GRABROOK

Brooklyn

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Madison – Brooklyn
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BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Made from various lengths of 1” x 4”, 1” x 6” and 2” x 4” Resinwood 
slats, the Elizabeth bench offers the ultimate choice in a comfortable, 
maintenance free and classic bench. This bench is perfect for any 
commercial or residential setting.

4 ft. 2 bases 95 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ ELIZ
6 ft. 3 bases 130 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ ELIZ

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE, White = WHI

Example :
4 ft. White Elizabeth Bench = PB 4WHIELIZ

Frog Furnishings > Benches > Elizabeth – Newport

 Benches
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Elizabeth

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE WHI

Made with six 2” x 4” and two 2” x 6” bull-nosed Resinwood slats 
and recycled plastic bases, this is our most comfortable bench yet. 
Perfect for any park, school, city or business. Virtually maintenance 
free, this bench will hold up to all weather elements and won’t 
splinter, crack or warp. Custom colors available for quantity orders. 
Stainless steel hardware comes standard. The bench can be surface 
or in-ground mounted.

4 ft. 3 bases 120 lbs. PB 4_ _ _NEW
6 ft. 3 bases 130 lbs. PB 6_ _ _NEW
8 ft. 4 bases 165 lbs. PB 8_ _ _NEW

Optional Armrest Information

Cedar PB 1176 2 armrests 4 lbs.
Gray PB 1174 2 armrests 4 lbs.
Green PB 1175 2 armrests 4 lbs. 

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Gray Newport Bench = PB 6GRANEW

Newport

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Frog Furnishings > Benches > Blair – Aspen / Backless
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Blair

Made with 24 ornamental steel straps and two heavy duty cast 
aluminum ends. The ornamental steel straps were designed 
with comfort in mind. The heavy duty cast aluminum ends were 
designed to be elegant and solid. A steel bar runs between the 
bases to provide additional strength. Ships in three pieces for 
substantial freight savings. Custom colors available for quantity 
orders. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting.

6 ft 2 bases 165 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ BLAIR

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Black Blair = PB 6BLABLAIR

Aspen / Backless

Made with a three piece design that is unique and sturdy. Each 
steel strap is precisely bent to ensure comfort. The two ends are 
fabricated from heavy gauge tube steel. The simple design makes 
this bench appropriate for any location. Custom colors available 
for quantity orders. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for 
mounting.

6 ft.  2 bases 185 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ ASP
6 ft. Backless 2 bases 150 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ ASPBAC

Insert color code in product number. 
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

*Note: the Aspen Backless is only available in Black

Example :
6 ft. Green Aspen = PB 6GREASP

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Benches > Rockford – Wellington

 Benches
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Rockford

Made with three heavy duty steel pieces and a new arched back 
design, the Rockford adds a little extra comfort and elegance to 
our traditional straight back Aspen. The two ends are fabricated 
from heavy gauge steel. This design is perfect for any high end 
setting. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Bench frame 
includes hole for surface mount.

6 ft. 2 bases 195 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ ROCK

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Black Rockford = PB 6BLAROCK

Made with 28 ornamental steel straps and two loop style heavy 
duty cast aluminum ends. Ships in 4 pieces for substantial freight 
savings.

6 ft.  2 bases 170 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ WELL
6 ft. Backless 2 bases 120 lbs.  PB 6 _ _ _ WELLBAC

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Black Wellington Backless = PB 6BLAWELLBAC

Wellington

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Frog Furnishings > Benches > Hex – A Frame
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Hex

Made from various sized Resinwood slats, the Frog Furnishings Hex 
Table is the industry leader in durability and comfort. This table is 
constructed with quality materials and is often imitated but never 
duplicated. It is available with black or green frames. Umbrella hole 
comes drilled on all units. Custom colors available for quantity 
orders. ADA model available. Stainless steel hardware comes 
standard with this product.

6 ft.  250 lbs. PB 6HEX _ _ _
6 ft. ADA 210 lbs. PB 6HEXADA _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Green Hex Table = PB 6HEXGRE

A Frame

Made with various sized Resinwood slats, this table will blend into 
any traditional environment. The top and seats are made with 2” 
x 10” Resinwood slats. The table frame is made from 3” x 6”, 3” x 4” 
and 2” x 4” Resinwood slats. Custom colors available for quantity 
orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this product. 
ADA model available.

6 ft.  2 bases  260 lbs. PB APIC6 _ _ _ 
6 ft. ADA 2 bases  280 lbs. PB APIC6 _ _ _ ADA
8 ft.  3 bases 350 lbs. PB APIC8 _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Cedar A Frame Picnic Table = PB APIC6CED

Frog Furnishings > Tables > Hex – A Frame

 TABLES

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Tables > Park Place – Square

 TABLES
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Park Place

Made with five 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and recycled plastic bases, 
this table is as durable as they come. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product. ADA model available.
 

6 ft.  310 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ PARKP
6 ft. ADA 335 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ PARKPADA
8 ft.  350 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ PARKP

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Blue Park Place Table = PB 6BLUPARKP

Made with nine 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and a heavy duty
1 5/8” OD steel tube base. The base is hot dipped galvanized and 
then powder-coated for maximum durability. The Resinwood slats 
are cornered and rounded to ensure comfort. Frame is black and 
comes in a standard 4 sided seat configuration with a 3 sided ADA 
seat configuration as an option. Stainless steel hardware comes 
standard with this product. Custom colors available for larger 
orders.

4 ft.  250 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ SQPIC
4 ft. ADA 220 lbs. PB 4_ _ _SQPICADA

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
4 ft. Green Square Picnic Table = PB 4GRESQPIC

Square

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

CED GRA

Quick Ship

BRO GRE

Non Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Frog Furnishings > Tables > Heritage – T-Table
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Heritage

Made with powder-coated, heavy duty cast aluminum frames for 
the two seats and powder coated structural steel leg assemblies 
for the table. Each seat has five 2” x 4” Resinwood slats, and the 
table has six 2” x 4” Resinwood slats. The table is supported with a 
third base to eliminate the risk of sagging. The seats are heavily 
braced with length and width supports. Stainless steel hardware 
comes standard with this product. Bench and table frames come 
with surface wedge anchors for mounting.

6 ft. 2/3 bases  310 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ BFHERPIC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Cedar Heritage with Black Frame = PB 6CEDBFHERPIC

Made with nine 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and powder-coated 
structural steel bases. Powder-coated structural steel frames are 
available in black. Custom colors available for quantity orders. 
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this product. Table 
frame can either be surface mount or in-ground mount. ADA 
model available. The baseplate measures 18” x 18” with ¾” diameter 
mounting holes. Surface frame option comes with surface wedge 
anchors for mounting. 

4 ft.  320 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ BFSPIC
4 ft. ADA 270 lbs. PB 4 _ _ _ BFSPICADA

Add ING to end of part number to indicate in-ground mount.

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
4 ft. Gray T-Table with black in-ground frame = PB 4GRABFSPICING

T-Table

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

CED GRA

Quick Ship

BRO GRE

Non Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Tables > Galvanized Frame

 TABLES
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Galvanized Frame

Made with five 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and a hot dipped, 
galvanized 2 3/8 O.D steel frame reinforced with galvanized angle 
iron cross braces to prevent sagging. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this 
product. ADA model available.

6 ft.  230 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ GFPIC
6 ft. ADA 255 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ GFPICADA
8 ft.  270 lbs. PB 8 _ _ _ GFPIC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

*Black frames available upon request. 
Up-charge may apply.

Example :
8 ft. Cedar Galvanized Frame Table = PB 8CEDGFPIC

Made with various sized Resinwood slats, this table is a perfect 
compliment to the Clearwater Adirondack Chair. Its height is 
designed to work perfectly with the Clearwater Chair, but is also 
the perfect compliment to your pool, porch or patio. UV stabilized 
to protect against sun fading and truly maintenance-free. 
Stainless steel fasteners standard.

 75 lbs. PB ADCLRT _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
Cedar Clearwater Table = PB ADCLRTCED

Clearwater

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Quick Ship

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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five 1” x 6” Resinwood slats. This table was 
designed for the tikes who need a place to sit 
after a long day on the playground. Custom 
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless 
steel hardware comes standard with this 
product.

6 ft. 3 bases  106 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ TODPIC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, Green = GRE,
Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Blue Toddler Table = PB 6BLUTODPIC

Kids

Made with a solid sheet plastic top specifically 
designed for use by children. The top allows 
children to write or play at the table. The seats 
are made with 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and 
the black support structure is made from a 
combination of 2” x 6” and 2” x 4” Resinwood 
slats.

4 ft. 2 bases 86 lbs.  PB KPIC4 _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE

Example :
4 ft. Cedar Kids Table = PB KPIC4CED

Toddler Youth

Made with black recycled plastic bases and 
four 2” x 4” and four 2” x 6” Resinwood slats. 
This table was designed for children who 
have graduated from the Toddler table but 
aren’t yet ready for a place at our adult sized 
Park Place Table. Custom colors available 
for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware 
comes standard with this product.

6 ft. 3 bases  230 lbs. PB 6 _ _ _ 
YOUPIC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, Green = GRE,
Red = RED

Example :
6 ft. Cedar Youth Table = PB 6CEDYOUPIC

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE BLU RED

Vibrant Non Quick Ship

CED GRE BLU RED

Vibrant

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



 BIKE RACKS

Grid Bike Rack

Made with 2” x 4” and 2” x 3” Resinwood slats, our bike rack is solid 
and sleek. It is designed to hold 6–10 bikes, and it can hold bikes 
on both sides. The slats are carefully spaced to maximize capacity 
and to allow for the most common bike locks on the market. 
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this product. 
Custom colors available for quantity orders. The space between 
the slats measures 2”. 

6 ft. 135 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE

Example :
6 ft. Cedar Bike Rack = PB BIKECED

Our bike racks are made with heavy duty 2 3/8” O.D, 10 gauge steel 
tubing and come in both galvanized and black powder coated. The 
design is a simple and classic loop configuration designed to fit 
anywhere – even in tight spaces. Bikes can be parked inside each 
loop and on both ends with entry from either side. Bike racks can 
be ordered in both surface and in-ground mount styles.

1 loop surface 3 bike 22 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _1SUR
1 loop in-ground 3 bike 24 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _1ING
3 loop surface 5 bike 45 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _3SUR
3 loop in-ground 5 bike 47 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _3ING
5 loop surface 7 bike 55 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _5SUR
5 loop in-ground 7 bike 57 lbs. PB BIKE_ _ _5ING

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Galvanized = GAL

Example :
3 loop, galvanized, in-ground, 5 bike capacity wave bike rack =
PB BIKEGAL3ING

Metal Waved Bike Rack

Quick Ship

CED GRE

Non Quick Ship

BLA GAL

Frog Furnishings > Bike Racks > Recycled Plastic – Metal Waved Bike Rack
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We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Standard

Our Message Centers are the industry standard.
Don’t be fooled by low quality, light weight imitations.
Made with various sized Resinwood slats, shatter-resistant clear 
plastic sheet, quality black tack board, and locking mechanisms. 
Posts are 4” x 4” Resinwood slats. Designed to be weather
resistant. Custom colors available for quantity orders.
Surface post mount available for additional cost.

Small Message Center
20” x 3 1/2” x 29.25” One Side, No Post 40 lbs. PB MC1 _ _ _ 
20” x 3 1/2” x 29.25” One Side, One Post 70 lbs. PB MC1P _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 17”

Medium Message Center
36” x 3 1/2” x 29.25” One Side, No Post 60 lbs. PB MC2 _ _ _
36” x 3 1/2” x 29.25” One Side, Two Posts 120 lbs. PB MC2P _ _ _
36” x 5 1/2” x 29.25” Two Sides, No Post 80 lbs. PB MC2D _ _ _
36” x 5 1/2” x 29.25” Two Sides, Two Posts 115 lbs. PB MC2DP _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 30”

Large Message Center
51” x 3 1/2” x 36” One Side, No Post 90 lbs. PB MC3 _ _ _
51” x 3 1/2” x 36” One Side, Two Posts 155 lbs. PB MC3P _ _ _
51” x 5 1/2” x 36” Two Sides, No Post 145 lbs. PB MC3D _ _ _
51” x 5 1/2” x 36” Two Sides, Two Posts 190 lbs. PB MC3DP _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 34” x 44”

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE

Example :
Green Medium Message Center with One Side, Two Posts =
PB MC2PGRE

 MESSAGE CENTERS

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE

080823

Frog Furnishings > Message Centers > Standard

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Message Centers > Hinged

 MESSAGE CENTERS
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Hinged

We’ve improved upon our high quality standard message centers 
with an even more durable and long lasting message center. 
Complete with two hinges, a shatter-resistant door, quality black 
tack board, stainless steel hardware, and a vandal-resistant lock.

Small Hinged
One Side, No Post Hinged 40 lbs. PB MC1H _ _ _ 
One Side, One Post Hinged 70 lbs. PB MC1HP _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 17”

Medium Hinged
One Side, No Post Hinged 60 lbs. PB MC2H _ _ _
One Side, Two Posts Hinged 120 lbs. PB MC2HP _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 30”

Large Zig-Zag Hinged
Three Sides, Four Posts Hinged 400 lbs. PB MC3HPZIG _ _ _
Six Sides, Four Posts Hinged 565 lbs. PB MC3HDPZIG _ _ _
Tack Board Dimensions: 34” x 44”

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE

Example :
Green Medium Hinged with One Side, Two Posts = PB MC2HPGRE

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Standard / Heavy Duty Round

Our Standard Round receptacle is made with twenty-four
1” x 4” Resinwood slats. Our Heavy Duty Round receptacle is made 
with twenty-four 2” x 4” slats. These are the only receptacles on 
the market with completely maintenance-free molded plastic 
rings. Custom colors available for quantity orders. All of these cans 
come with heavy duty zinc coated hardware as standard. Liner not 
included but available for purchase. Standard models come with 
an optional hinged door version.

Standard 32 Gal. 60 lbs. PB 32R_ _ _
Standard Hinged 32 Gal. 65 lbs. PB 32RH_ _ _
Standard 55 Gal. 75 lbs. PB 55R_ _ _
Standard Hinged 55 Gal. 80 lbs. PB 55RH_ _ _
Heavy Duty 32 Gal. 110 lbs. PB 32R_ _ _HD
Heavy Duty 55 Gal. 140 lbs. PB 55R_ _ _HD

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
55 Gal. Gray Standard Round Receptacle = PB 55RGRA

Standard / Heavy Duty Square

Standard Square receptacles are made with twenty-eight
1” x 4” Resinwood slats. Heavy Duty Square receptacles are 
made with twenty-four 2” x 4” Resinwood slats. The plastic top 
can be removed to access the liner. Custom colors available 
for quantity orders. All of these cans come with heavy duty zinc 
coated hardware as standard. Liner not included but available for 
purchase.

Standard 20 Gal. 75 lbs. PB 20S_ _ _
Standard 32 Gal. 90 lbs. PB 32S_ _ _
Standard 55 Gal. 120 lbs. PB 55S_ _ _
Heavy Duty 32 Gal. 170 lbs. PB 32S_ _ _HD
Heavy Duty 55 Gal. 190 lbs. PB 55S_ _ _HD

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
32 Gal. Green Heavy Duty Square Receptacle = PB 32SGREHD

 RECEPTACLES

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Receptacles > Standard Round Multi Can – Square Recycling Center

 RECEPTACLES
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Made with two or three 32 gallon square receptacles. Each 
container is engraved with the label of your choice: PAPER, PLASTIC, 
CAN, TRASH, RECYCLE, GLASS or OTHER. Recycling containers are 
made from 1” x 4” Resinwood slats and a plastic structure. Liners 
not included but availablefor purchase. This product comes with 
heavy duty zinc coated hardware as standard.

64 Gal. 2 cans 180 lbs.  PB 64S_ _ _REC
96 Gal. 3 cans 270 lbs. PB 96S_ _ _REC

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
96 Gal. Gray Square Recycling Center = PB 96SGRAREC

Square Recycling CenterStandard Round Multi-Can

This versatile dual-receptacle allows for specific collections of 
items in each can. Constructed with Frog’s 1” x 4” Resinwood slats, 
this popular receptacle is perfect for trash or recyclables. Each 
side accommodates a standard 32-gallon receptacle, and can 
be engraved with a message for each lid – PAPER, PLASTIC, CAN, 
TRASH, RECYCLE, GLASS or OTHER. This is the only receptacle on the 
market with completely maintenance-free molded plastic rings. 
Guaranteed to never break, your dual receptacle will last a lifetime. 
Custom colors available for quantity orders, and bulk rigid liners 
are available for purchase.

32 Gal.  135 lbs. PB 32RDB _ _ _ 

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED,
Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Red = RED

Example :
32 Gal. Blue Round Multi-Can = PB 32RDBBLU

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Ridgeview

Made with Resinwood slats and HDPE sheet, the Ridgeview is not 
only one of our most durable cans but it features an engraved 
pattern on all four sides as well as black trim made of Resinwood 
slats. Made with heavy duty black deck screws. This item is one of 
our easiest products to assemble.

32 Gal. 75 lbs. PB 32RID _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
32 Gal. Cedar Ridgeview Receptacle = PB 32RIDCED

Jamestown

Made with 1” x 4” Resinwood slats attached to a powder-coated 
aluminium frame. Custom designed, decorative circles on top of 
receptacle exude quality and style. Custom colors available for 
quantity orders. Comes standard with heavy duty zinc coated 
hardware. Liner included.

12 Gal.  35 lbs. PB 12JAM _ _ _
20 Gal. 45 lbs. PB 20JAM _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Green = GRE

Example :
20 Gal. Green Jamestown Receptacle = PB 20JAMGRE

Non Quick Ship

CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

CED GRE

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Receptacles > Richmond – Providence

 RECEPTACLES
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Richmond

This classic style receptacle is made from heavy gauge structural 
steel and powder coated with a heavy duty commercial grade 
coating. The lid is heavy and can be removed to access the 
receptacle’s liner. The rain bonnet provides protection from the 
elements. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Tabbed 
feet allow for the can to be surface mounted using the provided 
surface wedge anchors. Liner included.

32 Gal. 95 lbs. PB 32RICH _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
32 Gal. Black Richmond Receptacle = PB 32RICHBLA

Made from heavy gauge structural steel. Designed to blend into 
any setting. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Tabbed 
feet allow for the can to be surface mounted using the provided 
surface wedge anchors. Liner included.

10 Gal. 60 lbs. PB 20PRO_ _ _
15 Gal. 90 lbs. PB 32PRO_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
32 Gal. Green Providence Receptacle = PB 32PROGRE

Providence

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

Quick Ship

BLA GRE

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Doggy Pit Stop

Frog Furnishings premium quality Doggy Pit Stop is made with
1” x 4” Resinwood slats and a refuse bin on a sturdy, Resinwood 
square pole. Perfect for dog parks or any community park. Looks 
great and built to last.

11 Gal.  22 lbs. PB DPS11P _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE

Example :
11 Gal. Cedar Doggy Pit Stop Receptacle = PB DPS11PCED

Veair

The Veair Towel Valet is the perfect pool-side accessory to store 
both your clean and used towels. With hinged door access, the 
towel return bin makes exchanging towels easy and pain free. 
Made from Frog’s Resinwood, this product is maintenance-free 
and UV stabilized to protect against noticeable sun-fading. It 
features a 32 gallon capacity and is offered in various colors and 
combinations. Stainless steel hardware comes standard.

32 Gal.  150 lbs. PB 32VTV _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Brown/Black = BROBLA, Cedar/Black = CEDBLA,
Gray/Black = GRABLA, White = WHI, White/Blue = WHIBLU

Example :
32 Gal. Blue Veair Receptacle = PB 32VTVBLU

Non Quick Ship

BLU RED

Vibrant

BRO CED GRA GRE

Non Quick Ship

BROBLA WHIBLUCEDBLA GRABLABLU WHI

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Cape Cod

The Frog Furnishings Cape Cod Chair was built with comfort in 
mind. Made with a 5 slatted configuration in the back, this chair 
reflects the traditional style of your everyday Adirondack Chair. 
The entire chair is made from Frog’s Resinwood making the chair 
maintenance free. The slats are UV stabilized to protect against 
fading. The hardware used is stainless steel.

 46 lbs. PB ADCAP _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue = BRO, Cedar = CED, Green = GRE,
Red = RED, White = WHI

Example :
Cedar Cape Cod Chair = PB ADCAPCED

Seaside

The Frog Furnishings Seaside Chair was built with extreme comfort 
in mind. Made with a 6 slatted contoured back, this chair reflects 
the traditional style of your everyday Adirondack Chair however, 
much more comfortable than a traditional chair. The entire chair is 
made from Frog’s Resinwood making the chair maintenance free. 
The slats are UV stabilized to protect against fading. The hardware 
used is stainless steel.

 53 lbs. PB ADSEA _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue = BRO, Cedar = CED, Green = GRE,
Red = RED, White = WHI

Example :
White Seaside Chair = PB ADSEAWHI

 ADIRONDACK

BLU BRO CED GRE RED WHI

Quick Ship

BLU BRO CED GRE RED WHI

Quick Ship

30

Frog Furnishings > Receptacles > Cape Cod – Seaside

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products
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Frog Furnishings > Receptacles > Ottoman – Side Table – Tete a Tete

The Frog Furnishings Traditional Side Table 
serves as a perfect place for anything from 
suntan lotion to a cold drink. The entire 
side table is made from Frog’s Resinwood 
making it maintenance free. The slats are 
UV stabilized to protect against fading. The 
hardware used is stainless steel.

 12 lbs. PB ADTRAST _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue = BRO, Cedar = CED, Green 
= GRE, Red = RED, White = WHI

Example :
Red Side Table = PB ADTRASTRED

Ottoman

The Frog Furnishings Traditional Ottoman 
was built to provide the ultimate in comfort 
and may be used with any of the Adirondack 
Chairs Frog manufactures. The entire 
ottoman is made from Frog’s Resinwood 
making it maintenance free. The slats are 
UV stabilized to protect against fading. The 
hardware used is stainless steel.

 14 lbs. PB ADTRAOT _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue = BRO, Cedar = CED, Green 
= GRE, Red = RED, White = WHI

Example :
Blue Traditional Ottoman = PB ADTRAOTBLU

Side Table Tete-a-Tete

The Frog Furnishings Tete-A-Tete connecting 
table is the perfect way to join two Adirondack 
Chairs with a convenient table to share. The 
Tete-A-Tete is made from Frog’s Resinwood 
making it maintenance free. The slats are UV 
stabilized to protect against fading. This item 
is only compatible with Frog Adirondack 
chairs.  

 5 lbs. PB ADBASTT _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue = BRO, Cedar = CED, Green = 
GRE, Red = RED, White = WHI

Example :
Cedar Basic Tete a Tete = PB ADBASTTCED

BLU BRO CED GRE RED WHI

Quick Ship

BLU BRO CED GRE RED WHI

Quick Ship

BLU BRO CED GRE RED WHI

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Adirondack > Ottoman – Side Table – Tete a Tete

 ADIRONDACK
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Pensacola

Made from various sized Resinwood slats, this chaise lounge is 
perfect for the beach, pool, backyard, patio or any other place 
appropriate for a relaxing nap or cold drink. The slats are UV 
stabilized to protect against fading. The hardware used is  
stainless steel.

  75 lbs. PB ADPENCL_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
Green Pensacola Chaise Lounge = PB ADPENCLGRE

Clearwater

Made with various sized Resinwood slats, this chair rises above the 
rest. It’s situated higher up so you can see over tall patio railings or 
reach taller tables. It provides the same comfortable experience as 
our shorter chairs and is built to withstand the harshest conditions. 
It could second as a shorter lifeguard chair too! UV stabilized to 
protect against sun fading and truly maintenance-free. Stainless 
steel fasteners standard.

 75 lbs. PB ADCLR _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
White Clearwater Chair = PB ADCLRWHI

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Adirondack > Charleston – Grand Isle
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Charleston

This rocking chair was constructed with comfort in mind. Made 
with a 6-slatted contoured back, you’ll be rocking peacefully and 
comfortably all day and night. Perfect for porches and backyards. 
The entire chair is made from Frog’s maintenance-free Resinwood 
lumber. The slats are UV-stabilized to protect against fading. The 
hardware is stainless steel.

 58 lbs.  PB ADCHA_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
White Charleston = PB ADCHAWHI

Grand Isle

This 3-seat chair is extremely comfortable and a favorite for 
restaurant owners and back patio entertainers. Each chair has  
a 6-slatted contoured back for ultimate relaxation. The entire chair 
is made from Frog’s maintenance-free Resinwood lumber. The 
slats are UV-stabilized to protect against fading. The hardware is 
stainless steel.

 118 lbs. PB ADGRI _ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
Blue Grand Isle = PB ADGRIBLU

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Adirondack > Riviera – Lifeguard Chair

 ADIRONDACK
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This 2-seat chair is extremely comfortable and perfect for any 
front porch or back patio. Each chair has a 6-slatted contoured 
back for ultimate relaxation. The entire chair is made from Frog’s 
maintenance-free Resinwood lumber. The slats are UV-stabilized 
to protect against fading. The hardware is stainless steel.

 90 lbs. PB ADRIV_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Cedar = CED, White = WHI

Example :
Blue Riviera = PB ADRIVBLU

Riviera

Made with various sized Resinwood slats, this chair is as durable 
as they come. Built with sturdy 1” x 4” and 2” x 4” commercial grade 
construction, this chair will keep your lifeguards safe so they can 
keep your pool safe. Slats are UV-stabilized to protect against sun 
fading and is built with stainless steel fasteners to protect against 
rusting. The chair can be made with or without wheels upon 
request and comes in stock seat heights of 46” and 62”. Custom 
heights and modifications may be available for high quantity 
orders.

46” 140 lbs. PB 46LGC_ _ _
62” 160 lbs. PB 62LGC_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Blue = BLU, Blue and White = BLUWHI, White = WHI

Example :
62” Blue and White Lifeguard Chair = PB 62LGCBLUWHI

BLUWHI WHIBLU
Non Quick Ship

Lifeguard Chair

BLU CED WHI

Quick Ship

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Plaza Collection > Plaza Bench – Plaza Receptacle

 PLAZA COLLECTION

Made with twenty 1” x 4” Resinwood slats and a very heavy duty, 
steel, silver powder coated frame, this receptacle makes even the 
trash inside feel beautiful. A durable, heavy lid comes with a cable 
for securing it to the framing. Stainless steel hardware is standard. 
Mounting kit included for surface mounting.

32 Gal. 140 lbs. PB 32PLZ_ _ _ _ _

Insert frame color code in product number.
SF = Silver Frame

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Redwood = RDW

Example
32 Gal. Cedar Plaza Receptacle with Silver Frame =
PB 32PLZSFCED

Made with either four or eight 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and an
extremely durable, steel, silver powder-coated frame, this style 
bench is ideal for anyone looking to impress the next passerby. 
Contoured boards are included for comfort and the frame is
made with holes for surface mounting. Stainless steel hardware
is standard. Mounting hardware is provided.

4 ft. Bench 2 back supports 160 lbs. PB 4_ _ _ _ _PLZ
6 ft. Bench 3 back supports 195 lbs. PB 6_ _ _ _ _PLZ
6 ft. Backless 3 back supports 100 lbs. PB 6_ _ _ _ _PLZBAC

Insert frame color code in product number.
SF = Silver Frame

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Redwood = RDW

Example
6 ft. Redwood Plaza Backless Bench with Silver Frame =
PB 6RDWSFPLZBAC

Quick Ship

CED GRE RDWGRA

Quick Ship

CED GRE RDWGRA

080835

Plaza Bench Plaza Receptacle

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Frog Furnishings > Plaza Collection > Plaza Chair – Plaza Table

 PLAZA COLLECTION
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Made with eight 2” x 4” and two 1” x 4” Resinwood slats and a
sturdy, silver powder-coated, steel frame, this chair isn’t your 
typical back patio chair. It’s built to last and last and last some 
more. If you wish to mount, there are holes in the frame for this. 
Comes with mounting hardware. Stainless steel standard.

24” seat height 105 lbs. PB 24_ _ _ _ _PLZCHR

Insert frame color code in product number.
SF = Silver Frame

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Redwood = RDW

Example
24” Gray Plaza Chair with Silver Frame = PB 24GRASFPLZCHR

Quick Ship

CED GRE RDWGRA

Plaza Chair

Made with eight 2” x 4” and two 2” x 6” bullnosed Resinwood slats 
and a highly durable, silver powder-coated steel frame, this table 
is perfectly matched with the Plaza Chair or either of the Plaza 
Benches. It also doubles as a bench perfect for ski towns and other 
resorts and high traffic areas. Frames come with surface mount 
holes and hardware. Stainless steel hardware standard.

42” 155 lbs. PB 42_ _ _ _ _PLZTB

Insert frame color code in product number.
SF = Silver Frame

Insert color code in product number.
Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA, Green = GRE, Redwood = RDW

Example
42” Green Plaza Table with Silver Frame = PB 42GRESFPLZTB

Quick Ship

CED GRE RDWGRA

Plaza Table

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
is 100% post-consumer HDPE, in our products



Trash Liners

We offer heavy duty trash liners for each receptacle in the Frog 
Furnishings line. Replace your existing liners with these highly 
durable liners or buy them for one of your new Frog receptacles.

32 Gal.  Round 6 lbs. PB 32GLINER_ _ _
55 Gal. Round 9 lbs. PB 55GLINER_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Gray = GRA

Example :
32 Gal. Gray Trash Liner = PB 32GLINERGRA

Dome Lids

Each trash liner in the Frog Furnishings line comes with the option 
to add a round dome lid. These dome lids are commercial grade 
plastic lids great for keeping the rain out and the trash in. All dome 
lids have a heavy duty hinged door.”

32 Gal.  Round 5 lbs. PB 32RDOME_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Gray = GRA

Example :
32 Gal. Gray Round Dome Lid = PB 32RDOMEGRA

 ACCESSORIES

GRA
Non Quick Ship

GRA
Non Quick Ship
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Armrests

Our Heritage and Jameson benches come with the option for 
armrests. The Heritage armrest is made for the center of the bench 
whereas the Jameson armrest can be used either on the ends or in 
the center or both. Each armrest is high quality and powder coated 
to ensure a long lifespan.

Heritage Black 5 lbs. PB 1076
Heritage Green 5 lbs. PB 1077
Jameson Black 3 lbs. PB 1178
Jameson Green 3 lbs. PB 1179

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA, Green = GRE

Example :
Black Jameson Armrest = PB 1178

Made from plastic sheet and Resinwood, Frog’s rain bonnets 
provide the perfect solution for keeping mother nature out and 
keeping trash in. Fits all round and square trash receptacles.

 

32 Gal. Round 12 lbs. PB 32RBON_ _ _ 
32 Gal. Square 12 lbs. PB 32SBON_ _ _
55 Gal. Square 16 lbs. PB 55SBON_ _ _

Insert color code in product number.
Black = BLA

Example :
Black 32 Gallon Square Rain Bonnet = PB 32SBONBLA

Rain Bonnets

Non Quick Ship

BLA GRE
Non Quick Ship

BLA
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Frog Furnishings > Mounting Options

Many of Frog’s site furnishings are sturdy enough 
to be placed in service without using an in-ground 
or surface mount. However, all of our products are 
designed with easy mounting in mind.

Mounting Options

1. In-Ground J-Bolt (PB 1999)

Frog’s in-ground mounting kit is simple and effective. Simply attach our solid steel J-Bolts
to the bottom of the recycled plastic base, and set the base in concrete, quickcrete or dirt.
The J-Bolt’s shape makes it impossible to pull out, and the below ground mount is
guaranteed to last.

There are 4 in each box.

5. Surface Wedge Anchor (RMO 6020)

The 3/8” concrete wedge anchor is used to secure metal frames to concrete surfaces.
This type of mount kit is excellent for deterring theft or movement of products. Kit includes
4 anchors.

6. Surface Elite Bolt (PB 1008JAY)

The Elite Bolt surface mount kit allows any product made with the Elite Series base to be 
secured to a concrete surface. A concrete drill bit is included as well as a drill bit for the 
plastic base and all necessary hardware for securing the base to the surface.

7. Surface Post Mount (PB 1995)

The Surface Post mount can be used to secure any 4x4 post to a hard surface, such as 
concrete. The heavy duty black steel mount can be bolted to the surface and the 4x4 post 
can be secured by screwing through the holes in the mount into the recycled plastic post.

2. Surface L-Bracket (PB 1008)

Frog’s surface mounting kits utilize a unique Poly-L bracket, which is pound for pound as 
strong as steel. Our Poly-L brackets are recommended for all products with recycled plastic 
bases. Standard lag screws, Tap-Cons, or rebar can be used to secure the Poly-L bracket to 
any surface.

There are 2 in each box.

3. Surface U-Bracket (PB 1998)

Our standard U-Brackets are recommended for surface mounting our galvanized frame 
picnic tables and other items with irregular shaped bases. The galvanized U-Bracket will 
not rust, and is made to last. The kit includes four brackets as well eight screws and one 
concrete drill bit.

4. In-Ground T-Mount (PB 1997)

Our round trash receptacles can be mounted into the ground with our recycled plastic 
T-Mount. This heavy duty and maintenance free option allows for the receptacle to sit 
slightly above the ground.
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Resinwood™
Frog’s recycled plastic Resinwood is made from a minimum of 
30% recycled content made with 100% post-consumer HDPE. 
Our Resinwood contains no fillers, such as sawdust, which are 
used by many manufacturers to cut costs. Our material is solid 
all the way through and contains no holes or voids, which can 
decrease the strength of the product.

Our UV stabilizers protect against sun-fading, ensuring the 
plastic lumber will last for years to come. Custom colors, 
profiles and lengths are available for quantity orders.

Frog’s Color Offering
Insert color code in product number.

Black = BLA, Blue = BLU, Brown = BRO, Cedar = CED, Gray = GRA,
Green = GRE, Red = RED, Redwood = RDW, White = WHI

*NOTE:
All sizes and weights are approximate. All plastic lumber will shrink and 
expand to some degree during periods of extreme heat and extreme cold. 

Bold items are sizes stocked by Frog. 

Nominal
Size

Actual
Size Lbs. / Ft. Standard

Length

3/4" x 3" .5" x 2.5" 0.5 lbs. 12’

1" x 4" .75" x 3.5" 0.8 lbs. 12’

1" x 6" .75" x 5.5" 1.4 lbs. 12’

2" x 2" 1.75" x 1.75" 1.1 lbs. 12’

2" x 4" 1.5" x 3.5" 1.6 lbs. 6‘, 8’, 12’

2" x 4" bullnose 1.5" x 3.5" 1.6 lbs. 12’

2" x 6" 1.5" x 5.5" 2.5 lbs. 12’

2" x 6" bullnose 1.5" x 5.5" 2.5 lbs. 12’

2" x 8" 1.5" x 7.5" 3.5 lbs. 12‘

2" x 10" 1.5" x 9.5" 4.5 lbs. 6‘, 8’

2" x 12" 1.5" x 11.5" 5.4 lbs. 12’

3" x 4" 2.5" x 3.5"  2.7 lbs. 12’

3" x 4" bullnose 2.5" x 3.5"  2.7 lbs. 12’

3" x 6" 2.5" x 5.5"  4.3 lbs. 12’

4" x 4" 3.5" x 3.5" 3.6 lbs. 8’

4” x 6” 3.5” x 5.5” 5.9 lbs. 12’

6” x 6” 5.5” x 5.5” 8.6 lbs. 12’

6" x 8" x 8”  125 lbs.

Frog Furnishings > Resinwood
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CUSTOM SIZES

Being the manufacturer, we are in the unique position to 
create custom sizes for many of our products. Extra long 
benches are often requested for playing fields. Custom length 
tables are perfect for large shelters. Let us know if you have  
a special request and we’ll do our best to service you.

CUSTOM COLORS

We are able to offer color matching if requested by a
customer. This is a great chance for businesses looking 
to carry branding through their establishment to offer our 
products in the colors they use. Schools and universities can 
put on a display of school pride with our vast color selection 
and custom color options. Quantity orders are generally 
expected for custom color requests.

CUSTOM ENGRAVING

Custom engraving provides the perfect chance for customers 
to broadcast any message they want. This is ideal for 
memorial and donor bench programs and is very popular with 
schools and universities. Any logo or artwork saved as a digital 
file in a vectorized format can be engraved into our plastic. 
Engraving may add 1-3 weeks to shipping times. As a general 
rule of thumb, you can fit 28 characters on a 4ft board, 38 
characters on a 6ft board and 48 characters on an 8ft board, 
although this can vary by product.

CUSTOM DESIGN

Have a specific design in mind? Work with one of our sales 
team members to get your idea into a CAD program and 
see it come to life. Or let one of our designers give you a few 
unique designs to choose from. Once a design is chosen and 
finalized, production can begin immediately. Usually, lead 
times for custom designs are 6 – 10 weeks. Custom designs 
are generally only entertained for unique, large scale projects. 
They can be the perfect way for schools and businesses to 
make a strong statement about their identity.

Frog Furnishings > Custom-Made
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SATISFIED DISTRIBUTOR

“I am extremely pleased with your products and so are my 
clients. They are extremely durable, yet stylish at the same 
time. Working with Frog is always a great experience. Your 
sales and customer service staff are great!”

—Jamee, Frog Distributor

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS GIVING

“I bought this bench as a gift for my kid’s school and had
a plaque made for it and it looked awesome. The bench 
design is attractive and it’s comfortable, easy to clean,  
simple to put together, weather proof and well constructed.”

—Linda, Westwood, MA

LET IT SNOW

“After months of snow piling up on our outdoor break table,
we uncovered a perfectly level and unscathed picnic table.
I can’t believe the table was able to withstand a load of snow 
that measured 70” high.”

—Dennis, Minnesota 

DESERT PROOF

“I purchased several benches and tables for a break area for my 
employees. We were replacing other plastic and wooden furniture 
that faded and broke down in the Las Vegas sun. The benches 
and picnic tables look great years later. They clean easily and 
have stood up to the elements in the Nevada desert.”
 
—Captain USAF, Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, NV

Frog Furnishings > Testimonials
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DISTRIBUTION POLICIES
Pricing :
Frog has suggested retail prices for all of its products, except 
decking and docks, which will be bid on an individual basis. 
Shipping is not included in the retail price.

Shipping :
Frog’s manufacturing operations are centrally located in 
the United States for economical shipping. Standard stock 
products will ship in 2 days or less. Most product orders will be 
shipped LTL (less-than-truck load), f.o.b. Olathe, Kansas 66062. 
Frog is happy to drop ship directly to end customers and will 
use distributor labels if supplied. 

Ordering :
To place an order by phone, please call 913-764-8181
and ask for outdoor products sales. To place an order by fax,
send your PO to 913-747-7451. To place an order by email,
send your order to PO@Jayhawk.com. All orders need the
following information to be placed: quantities, name of 
product or part number, color, ship to and billing address,  
a contact name and a phone number.

Payment :
Frog accepts all major credit cards. For open account, our 
standard credit application needs to be filled out 
and approved. (Approximately 7-14 days for approval.)

Sales and Marketing Support :
Our goal at Frog is to be the “easy button” in helping our 
customers build their business. We have a team in place to 
make sure you have everything you need to get you up and 
running and growing. We have high resolution graphics of 
each product and will provide those images to our distributors 
for their use. These images may be used on a distributor’s 
website or in literature, however, Frog expressly prohibits its 
images from being used to sell any product but our own. 
Frog does actively support the use of our products for trade 
shows, displays or show rooms. Special pricing for promotional 
products will be at the discretion of Frog. We will forward any 
and all leads to loyal distributors who actively sell our products 
exclusively. In addition, Frog will work with our distributors to 
generate new leads in their respective territories. We stand 
behind our loyal distributors.

Frog Furnishings > Information
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Frog Product Warranty 

Frog Furnishings guarantees all materials and 
workmanship for five (5) years on any product made 
completely from our Resinwood. Frog guarantees all 
materials and workmanship for (1) year on any product 
made of steel, aluminum or a combination of metal and 
plastic. The guarantee excludes vandalism, improper 
use, corrosion caused by chemicals and acts of God. 
Any claim under this warranty must be filed within the 
warranty timeframe of original invoice date and must 
be accompanied by the original invoice or invoice 
number.

Information on Frog’s Return and Inspection Policies can 
be found on our website.

POLICIES

For more information call 913 764 8181  
or visit www FrogFurnishings.com

INFORMATION

We use a minimum of 30% recycled content that 
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FROG FURNISHINGS HQ
15750 S. KEELER TERRACE

OLATHE, KS 66062

JAYHAWK PLASTICS INC. HQ
15285 S. KEELER ST
OLATHE, KS 66062

PHONE
(913) 764-8181

M A I N T E N A N C E  F R E E  •  D U R A B L E  •  O U T D O O R  F U R N I T U R E

WWW.FROGFURNISHIN
GS.COM


